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A Real Doctor' Comes To Health Center
Students who find themo ] v e s ailing from some nasty
s
" or who are for some
cnn' requesting the serr e l of the local infirmary,
s
V 'tf no doubt receive a surjjjiing «re «ln« Iron, a short.

he plans to remain for the next
six months, while "looking
over" UOP's student health
care system before deciding
whether or not to stay
permanently. The adminis
tration, in the meantime, will

Page One

By JOHN LYNCH

educaifon were spent back in
came abrutly to an end last
he southern hemisphere in
July when he suffered a
New Zealand. He finished his
coronary occlusion. He and his
prep days at San Francisco's
wife and two young sons
Lowell High School.
moved to their eastern Oregon
After receiving his B.A.
cattle ranch. Morrison con
irom Stanford University five
valesced there until this
later,
Morrison
years
winter. He learned of the
ventured
to
Montreal,
vacant position at UOP in
Canada, where he earned his November.
M.D. at McGill University of
"Being the only surgeon
Medicine. An internship in within a 50-mile radius proved
Michigan and a return to the
to be more of a strain than my
West Coast for his residency at general practice inOakdale,"
St. Luke's Hospital in San Morrison
commented,
Francisco followed before he referring to his Oregon
established a general practice experience. "So when I heard
in Oakdale, California in 1943. about the opening here in
He served as the chief of Stockton, I thought 1 would
surgery, in the Air Corps in check it out."
1946 and held that rank for
Morrison worked in a
nearly three years before number of family-planning
returning to this private clinics in Oakdale. "These
practice in Oakdale.
types of services are absolute
The
doctor's 30-yonr necessities," he said, "and
occupation in nearby Oakdale providing them for all college

students is no exception."
He
explained
that
students should no longer have
to wait several weeks or
months to obtain birth control
services.
Each
Thursday
evening, a gynecologist is at
the center to provide a birth
control clinic. Also,
an
orthopedist, an internal
medicine
physician, an
obstetrician, a nose and throat
specialist and three general
practioners
visit
the
infirmary, all at least once a
week. "I am open to receive
any patient at any time with
out an appointment." he
remarked.
"I am trying to expand
many of the services here and
one of the possibilities is
acquiring another doctor for
full-time purposes. This will
MORRISON see pg. 12

Introducing.
Dr. Alan Morrison, who is seen here checking out John (iclinas'
"licker".

stout gentleman with a slight
Austrailian accent.
The surprise is that for the
first time in nearly eight
months, the Cowell Health
Center has a full-time
physician.
The
newly
appointed acting director is
Dr. Alan Morrison. Selected to
the post January 2 of this year,

continue to interview other
canidates for the position.
The witty and welltraveled Morrison has been in
the medical profession for
over 30 years. Although an
Austrailian by birth, he spent
a large part of his early school
days in Boston. The first few
years of his high school

Stewart Udall Gives
Cool Talk On HotTopic
By JOE GOLDEEN

Stewart Udall, former
Secretary of the Interior
under the Kennedy and John
son administrations, gave a
calm and cool talk Monday
night on a pretty hot topic.
Speaking on what is
commonly referred to as the
"energy crisis", Udall stated
that the "problem" is worldfhde, and
that
western

Stewart Udall
L Ur °P e and Japan are much
e r pressed than we are.
thiiTuf p r o b I e m" is simply
3 r e r u n n mg out of oil.
The
tem P r o b ^ e r n is worse than a
onth° r a r y s b o r tage. "We are
bl em e ,u d ? e o f a lQ ng term prow i l 1 stretch far into
thp n
20-25 years."
fiftvv° 0king b a c k o n today
s f r o m n o w > h e stated
that
w
w
"rw f 'll be known as the
C t U m •»«•• "We are
best r. W l t h g i a n t 8ulps the
S ( > U r c e s which we have^
oil1 a^
a nd
gas."

U.S.
The U.S. is the most
wasteful nation in the world,
stated Udall. "Our transpor
tation system is shot through
with waste."
Concerning government
action, which he sees little of
presently, Udall would sug
gest billions be spent or> pub
lic transportation and twice as
much on research and
development as is presently
budgeted.
"We've been too damn
cocky," said Udall in refer
ence to the American atti
Rockin' in the Spring
tude. We have lost whatever
its course syllabus rock perfor
Wendell Phillips Center got a new
"lead time" we had in
mances, guest speakers, films
look February 7 when "Quick
developing
and
building
and even a "field trip" to Wintersand" did their thing in Albright
sources to utilize nuclear
land. The 24-year-old Seidman
Auditorium, welcoming the stu
outlined the objective of the
dents of Larry Seidman's 'Rock*
power.
course as being "to study Popular
class. The Communication Arts
As the dominant energy
Music and its industry from a
course, being held for the second
nation in the world, we have a
media perspective."
time
in
as
many
years,
includes
as
5Vo reserve of oil on hand,
enough to last only eight
years. There is more oil in the
U.S., however, we don't know
exactly where it is nor how
of this year, we are likely to
much of it there is. Wherever
A unique "flexible tuition will rise by $200. Should enroll
it is, it will be extremely costly plan" has been approved by ment increase to 4,217 to 4,256, have a higher retention rate
to get at. We have reached a the UOP Board of Regents for tuition would increase only by than in the past. The new plan
encourages stu
climax in the auto culture oi next year. The p l a n would de $175. With an increase of 300 certainly
our nation, with 1973 showing crease the rise in tuition costs students, tuition would only dents to take an active part in
recruiting
students
for
record sales of over 12 million with an increase in enroll rise $150.
UOP."
ASUOP
President
Sue
cars, as compared with just
ment.
The administration and
At the present time, tui Harlan is optimistic about the
over 8.2 million in 1970.
the
Board of Regents are of
tion is scheduled to rise by $200 new plan and its effect
International
ten blamed by the students for
iveness.
"There
is
a
distinct
next fall. Under the tuition
possibility that new students
With a total world pop- plan, if the present enroll
TUITION see pg. 12
ment of 4,122 stays the same or will be recruited and with our
large entering freshmen class
only increases to 4,182, tuition
UDALL see pg. 12

Heading Off A Tuition Rise

The Pacifican
Page Two

Pass Fail Grades Pose Problems
A recent survey indicates obtaining financial aid, and
undergradauates with more finding employment.
The poll of 200 graduate
than 10 percent of their
schools,
50 law schools, and 50
courses graded on a pass-fail
basis will be disadvantaged medical schools showed that
when applying to graduate admissions directors felt
evaluation of pass-fail is
and professional schools.
According to the Educa "extremely difficult, if not
tional Record, the survey also impossible."
"The greater the propor
indicated students with a
majority of pass-fail courses tion of the students' record
will also face difficulties in which is reported in terms of a
transferring to other schools, non-traditional system, the
Educational Record re
ported, "thegfea.terthe poten
tial for difficulty in entering
another institution."
Guys & Gals needed for summer
The majority of under
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
graduate institutions have
Resorts throughout the nation.
some form of nontraditional
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
grading and students who
student assistance program send
utilize
these
systems
self-addressed STAMPED enve
generally like them but when
lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
more than 10 percent of a stu
Kalispell, MT 59901.
dent's grades are non-tradi....YOU MUST APPLY EARLY....

SUMMER JOBS

THIS STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM HAS BEEN
REVIEWED BY THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

tional, he or she is likely to
experience problems.
The survey revealed that
when law schools are faced
with a largely pass-fail
record, they rely heavilyo
Law School Aptitude Test
(LSAT) scores todeterminea
student's aptitude. A state
ment by the LSAT Council on
Pass-Fail Grading Systems
said grade point averages
based on a combination of
grading systems "seem to
overstate in a compound way
the student's general aca
demic ability and achieve
ment."
.
Medical school admis
sions committess dislike passfail grading due to the extra
time involved in reviewing
applications, according to the
survey.
One admissions officer
wrote, "At present the task of
evaluation requires much
reading and interpretation of
grades,
recommendations
and activities. To add copious
evaluations in lieu of grades
would be frowned upon in light
of 5,500 aaplications."
The survey also found
students with large numbers
of pass-fail grades will face
problems in applying to grad
schools of arts and sciences.
One admissions officer noted
those submitting transcripts
with non-traditional grades
might be admitted, but "will
probably be assigned a proba
tionary status." He added that
such applicants "encounter
serious
difficulties
in
competing for financial aid
where candidates are rated on
the basis of their grade point
averages."
Nationwide admissions
officers exressed general
agreement with the survey's
findings and noted a pre
ference for graded course
work. One at Harvard said,
"Pass-fail grades...are of no
help to us. We don't even try to
evaluate them."
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i-o-i i Washburn exhibits one of his many Europe "73"

Essence Of Europe
University of the Pacific
Art Professor Earl J. Wash
burn, who characterizes him
self as "an artist who takes
pictures for himself," is now
presenting an exhibit of some
of his works through Febru
ary 22nd. The display can be
seen in the Burns Tower Lob
by on the campus of UOP.
"Focus: Europe '73" is
the name of the show which in
cludes some 30 exquisite
color prints, capturing the
beauty of Europe now and as it
must have been long ago.
Regal castles seem to defy
time as they overlook wooded
valleys giving the viewer an
excellent insight into medival
Europe.
The exhibition will open to
the public between 9 am and
5 pm Monday through
Friday, 10 am and 4 pm
Saturday and noon to 4 p.m. on
Sunday.
Washburn spent four
months in Europe last fall,
driving more than 5,000 miles
to capture almost 3,00(

CAMPUS PHARMACY
751 BROOKSIDE ROAD
(INSIDE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY)

CLEARANCE SALE FOR UOP STUDENTS
AND STAFF FOR A LIMITED TIME:

picutres. Switzerland, he said,
was the high point of his trip
with a visit to Coventry
Cathedral his most uplifting.
Through the eye of a
camera along with the other
tools of a photographer
Washburn has attempted to
caputre color, design, pattern,
and emotion on film. These, in
turn, try to convey to the
viewer the climate, country,
and time of day. In regard to
this his prints speak for
themself.
He has divided his photos
into three categories. The first
attempts to express feeling
and mood. It is this type which
are on display. The secondare
of an instructional nature
which is characterized by
photos of
paintings and
sculptures. The third type
record the places that have
been visited and uncontrolled
shots from moving vehicles
fill this category.
Professor
Washburn
teaches classes not only j"
photography but also silk
screen printing, jewelry, and
ceramics. He has been <j
faculty member since 1946 ana
is the past president of the
Northern California Section ot
the Pacific Arts Association
beautiful selection

COLOGNES
PERFUMES
GIFT SETS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
LOVES FRESH LEMON
NATURAL WONDER COSMETICS
LIPSTICK

HURRY OVER!

TOBIAS
TROUSERS
by A-l Kotzin —famous for fit since 1919

"MUSMI
2112 Pacific, on The Avenue
18 S. Calif.. Downtown Underground

OPEN MON. THRU FRI. 9:00-5:30

BEYE OPTICAL

Phone: 946-2411
We welcome BankAmericara. Master Charge, and UOP card

1308 W. ROBINHOODJ5RIVE
phone 478-6321

Interested in forming a new fraternity?

CHI PHI FRATERHITY
IS COMIHG TO U.O.P.!!
See page
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Alcoholics Aided By

The Pacifican
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Unique UOP Program
prinking
more
but
it less? Do you drink
relax? If y0U're 3" al"
lic there's hope for you
J here on UOP's campus.
nr Howell Runion from
Cfhool of Pharmacy isconresearch of alcoholic
by use of bio-feedt0,

^ Bio-feedback is simply a

wav to learn to relax by using
: machine that lets you know
Jhen your muscles are tense

or relaxed.
The bio-feedback unit as
about the size of a package of
cigarettes and painlessly de
tects muscle tension and con
verts it to an audible sound
that the patient can hear and
thereby learn to stop by re
laxing.
Bio-feedback is nothing
new, however, using it to help
alcoholics find a better way to
relax is rather unique.
Since the summer about
25 patients were treated for al
coholic recovery at UOP's
Garden Sullivan Hospital in
San Francisco using this new
technique.
This method is only a tool
for recovery and not a cure to
the problem of alcoholism

which is one of the biggest
problems in America today. In
the United States today there
are somewhere in the area of
nine million alcoholics.
Presently Dr. Runion is
planning to have a pharmacy
student work at Garden Sulli
van Hospital full-time in the
recovery program.
Dr. Runion has been a pro
fessor at UOP since 1969 and
heads up what is believed to be
the only undergraduate
instruction of electropharmacology in the U.S. today.

DEBATE TEAM
The UOP debate team tra
veled to Fresno State Univer
How pure?
sity to compete in the annual
A pharmacologist at the School of Pharmacy prepares to test the
Raisen International Speech
contents of some common street drugs. A recent study showed that
Tournament on February 8
buyers aren't always getting what they expect.
1974.
In Senior Debate the team
of John Schamber and John
Hoban placed second in de
Are you out to Score a lid, tested by the four drug identi the same if the cocaine is 100
bate. In total there were over beans, or maybe you're going
fication programs throughout per cent pure, or cut to as little
20 schools in debate and the to get elaborate and buy some ,
the country, only 26 actually as 4 per cent.
UOP team placed fifth in over cocaine, mescaline or LSD?
Most cocaine is cut with a
contained the drug.
all sweepstakes.
It might interest you to
Similar findings were ob local anesthetic and the
This week Dr. Paul know that when a user makes tained with psylocybin. Of the combination, when snorted,
Winters will take the team to a purchase on the street, 284 samples tested, only 10 causes no noticeable change in
Hayward State University to chances are great that he will actually contained the drug.
toxicity. However the same
compete in the annual Attor not receive what he pays for.
As for THC, the active combination, if injected, could
ney Advocate Tournament.
furthurmore, there is also a ingredient in marijuana, the be fatal.
Recently, the American
good chance that what he buys results were again the same.
Out of the 149 samples tested Association of Colleges of
just may kill him.
This was the key find only five contained THC. At Pharmacy recognized the
University of the Pacific
stemming from the three- the. same time, 115 of the 149
Mr. Gladfeiter feels that year-old drug identification samples were found to con •School of. Pharmacy for its
Chi Phi can offer a different program at the University of tain pencyclidine, (PCP), a work with the drug analysis
approach to pledging a frater the Pacific School
of legal drug used in the prac .program. The University of
the Pacific and the University
nity with physical and mental Pharmacy.
tice of veterinary medicine.
hazing
strictly
pro
The results also showed of Maryland have been lea
The program, directed by
hibited.
Dr. Marvin H. Malone, pro that a good percentage of the ders in establishing the prin
The main emphasis is that fessor of pharmacology and LSD samples tested again con ciple that an informed drugeach local fraternity is al Dr. John K. Brown, associate tained PCP. An overdose of using public is more likely to
lowed considerable freedom professor of pharmacognacy, LSD can be easily treated but practice rational drug-taking
to reflect its
members involves pharmacy students a combination of the two could behavior and might work it
self toward the elimination of
through its policies. Mr. analyzing the contents of illi be disastrous.
drug
misuse.
Another
problem
con
Gladfelter went on to express cit drugs sent to the school by
his desire that Chi Phi may ap various drug abuse clinics in cerning LSD is the charge of
being poisoned by strychnine
peal to male students who the San Joaquin Valley.
According to Dr. Malone. when taking the drug. Since
were passed over by the al
some
of the key findings in the dosage of the drug varies
ready existing fraternities
ART SUPPLIES
clude
such drugs as mesca so widely on the street, it fre
and also those who were
quently
exceeds
200
micro
GIFTS
looking for something differ line, psylocybin, LSD, THC,
grams. Large doses of LSD
ent in a social fraternity at and the so-called status drug,
j
PARTY
SUPPLIES
often mimic the symptoms of
cocaine.
|Free Delivery and Gift Wrap |
Pacific.
The statistics showed that strychnine poisoning.
Mr.
Gladfelter
en
j
Cocaine sells from $950- I BRIDAL REGISTRY
mescaline,
a widely pro
courages all Sophomore and
* 3220 Pacific Avenue
$1500
per
ounce.
This
may
moted street drug, is virtually
Junior males at UOP to attend
Phone 466-7031
Out of 640 seem impressive except when • OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS a
the organizational meetings to non-existent.
you consider that the prieeis
be held in the "Gold Room" of alleged mescaline samples
Anderson Hall on February 19
and 20 at 7:00 p.m. Chi Phi has
Register now fot APril or July SAT Review
three fraternities in Califorpia which are located on the
Course to Maximize Your LSAT Score
USC, UC Berkeley, and Davis
Distinction exclusively in exam-taking techniques
campuses.

UOP Drug Study Uncovers Rip-Offs

Another Frat For UOP?

In an attempt to follow a
national policy of expansion,
the Chi Phi fraternity, which is
based in Atlanta, Georgia, is
currently
planning
to
establish a Colony at the Uni
versity of the Pacific.
Mr. Carl Gladfelter, the
fraternity's director of expan
sion, explained that Pacific
was chosen for a possible
colony because it was con
sidered an "outstanding pri
vate institution that was reccommended by Chi Phi alumni living in Northern Califor
nia."
PUZZLE see pg. 12
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PRE LAW STUDENTS

RECORDING TAPE

used successfully by California Pre-Law Students.

Good times
Good Food
Good People
Good
Atmosphere

IMPORTED BEER
DARK
BEER ON TAP
first pitcher
with this ad

' Taught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers.
Course for July 27 LSAT starts July 10
3
April 20 LSAT starts April 3
-cost $85.
For complete information call today-(415) 254-7045
Course forf

or write

VALUABLE COUPON

1 NEW DOUBLE BURGER
3

DINNERS EVERY DAY

All oges invirea

CHARBROILED WITH TWO PIECES Of CHEESE
FRIES,

Vzprice.on

INCHES &

BASF - TDK

•3
mr

2

LARGE

SOFT DRINK

99C BIG SYD'S

1 35 VALUE.

4IJ27PACIFIC .

GOOD THRU FEB. 21

• CASSETTE
• REEL TO REEL
• 8-TRACK

BUY 2
GET 1

FREE!
3wMk»w«Wfu&lt
6130 Pacific Ave.

477-0082

In Moreago Center

opinion

Guest Editorial

My Real Native Name
liv.w,n

By ONYA.

A Letter From The Editor
By STEPHEN SMITH
It is a new semester. Many things have happened since
the Pacifican was last published in December. On the local
scene, tuition hikes and flexible schedules have been pro
posed by our President. Vice President McCrone has decided
to leave Pacific for greener pasture and a search committee
has been organized to find his replacement.
On a national scale, Watergate continues its important
role in our lives as does the ever-growing controversy
evolving around energy. Also, Mr. Nixon's popularity con
tinues to follow the trend of the declining stock market. Mean
while in the Mideast, the Arabs insist upon using the oil
embargo against the United States as the proverbial carrot
before the donkey's mouth to gain Israeli withdrawal U om oc
cupied territory.
What a journalist's dream! All of those chances to state
an opinion on the editorial page. It is relatively easy to state
an opinion in 300 words or less and make it look as if you have
all the "answers ". That is not what I perceive to be the real
goal of this page or the paper. We are attempting something
more abstract but more important to a student newspaper.
We are trying to add to your educational experience.
We all proceed under the assumption that we are in school
to receive an education. This education can take many loi ms,
from the classroom lecture, to finding out what s happening
on campus and participating in the campus community. 1 he
Pacifican should serve as the media that can inform you ol
what's going on, therefore aiding your more active partici
pation. It also should integrate differing points of view.
I see one of my responsibilities as Editor to piovide the
space necessary for those differing viewi.Moreover I do not
see my responsibility to include all the answers . but in
stead to encourage the reader to ask the questions and decide
for himself. We plan to inform, expose and most of all, be
responsible to the students who fund us.
Life is filled with questions. If I write something that is
different from what you believe is right or true, I probably
won't change it with a few words. But if you have just
questioned your belief in a search for truth, then it makes no
difference whether you have accepted my opinion or not. Per
haps your own position will be strengthened by the questions
you have asked yourself.

^Pacifican
Sjephen Smith
John Lynch
Shannon Hood
Liz Leedom
Pete Sheppard
,...'
Ellen Powell
Gene Samuelson
Nan Wilson & Wendy Jordan
Roxanne Fouche'
Brain Sullivan
Diane Merril
Leslie Spradling

Dan McCartney,

Editor-in-chief
News ed"or
Associaie Editor

Advisor
Bus,ness

Manager
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor
Layout Co-Editors
..Production Manager
Photography Editor
Circulation Manager
Copy Edl,or

Advertising Manager

It is universally accepted
Itisumveis y
thz.t a man s most pnzeu p
session ta
is his own name. ,As aJ
sessiuu
person from another land and
with a name which some com
sider strange, amusing and
difficult to pronounce or
remember, I have had my
share- r i g h t up to here-of the
frustration of owning a
"foreign" name in a society
where, though a man's name
is important, people too often
fail to
In learn
learn the
fail
the names of their
friends from other lands.
Let us go on a little accultration trip. I am from Kenya
(East Africa) and am a member o, the "L»>" «*•; Tl"
language of my tribe
"Dholuo". One who speaks
"dhuluo" and is a member of
the "Luo" tribe is called a
"Jaluo".
In my tribe people are
named according to the time
of the day they are born. A
child born in the morning will
be called "morning", that is
Onyango, if he is a boy,
Anyango is she is a girl. A
child born in the evening is
called "evening" that is
Odhiambo or Adhiambo. Born
at night the name is Otieno or
Atieno, and if it is raining the
name would be "rain" -Okoth
or Akoth.

*

OMBAKA ODONDE JAULUMBI
nQt gjve

alj l o

^

name is made by P c o u i d have done just the sa me
name ol the lathu . tnu.
i n the same
spot.
11
f a l h e r is Odonde Omhaka.
E
my lame
^ S
^TS
. rf . Remember, too much inquisi:
nX
,yiy mother is
tive approach may, to an
my brother is Orido Odonde.

first

and my sister is Akoth American, seem to threaten
Odonde. People call me the "sacred" privacy -thereis
only a little of it left anyway
Ombaka but, make no mis
take, it is not my first name To an African, however
Our first names are used only knowing someone means fuli
by those who have established identity. I want to be able to
^•7
.
i
finH mv
by those
^
my friend Larry whenlg,
rdatives
par_ find
wh
^ haye a hostof other to his home town (Riverside)
ticuia y.
This is.
an,
is, to
to us, the purpose and
names that signify my tribal
pride
of
having
names.
No
identity,
like
Jaulumbi
wonder social security num
meaning the "man from the
fishful
lake."
Correctly, bers are better identifica
therefore, I am Onyango tions.
Jaulumbi Ombaka-Odonde.
A Challenge to the ears?
Ombake-Odonde are both my
family names and must both
Haven't we met people in
be used when family name is the United States with such
called for. I am an entity by names as Wladslaw, Razmyself with the reference cienowzsky, Stanslaus, DemoOnyango Jaulumbi Ombaka. polous, Giovanni Paolucchi?
For all intents and purposes Foreigners struggle with
this is me minus my father. I names like-Zsa Zsa Gabor,
recall one trauma when I was Yvette Mimieux and so on.
applying for a job in Stockton Do you really find the names
and my employer failed to Tom Mboya, Nkwame Nkruentertain the idea that my last mah, Oginda Odinga, Jomname was not the same with mo Kenyalte, Likhoma Qomy father's. Look, my friends,
qulosing, difficult lo pro
turn the family name back nounce, a challenge to your
ward and you will get my ears and stimulating to your
father. Thus the order of the sense of humor. Likewise,
family names determine the Goldfish, Gladstone, Good
generation. My name is man and Gillman would pi
and
therefore as
I happen to have been "foreign"
difficult
and arouse
(necessarily)
difficult - humor. Is this not a demon
born in the morning - tradi
Baloney. It is simply a cultionally I am, therfore, called
stration of fear? I do w
"morning" - Nyango. The turephobia. Seldom is my intend to create Afrophiliaz
name is prefixed with an "0", name - so simple to an much as I would not Anglicize
since I am not a girl, thus it African's ear - pronounced or anyone, but a social inter
becomes Onyango. If I had spelled correctly. It has been course is a feature of a pro
"OhmBaca", gressive community. Today
been a girl I would have had written
the prefix "A", making the "O'Baeca", "Umbacca" etc., when I meet a person I would
name Anyango. In order to because there is a German mention my usual name
avoid confusion
between tone to it, a Spanish twist or asked but hesitate when the
Onyangos who might have something like that. Can you request is for my first °'
been born the same day, at the imagine the distress Mr. Bell, family name, Why? I a™ n°
same time, and perhaps in the
ashamed of it but I anticipate
same neighborhood, my when called Mr. Balf or
exasperating
and unre
grandmother gave me a se Debbie when called Derby,
warding experience when irecond name Ombaka - her hus rushes into! I once called one
band's name, synthesized of my classmates Christo
from
"conversation"
pher for Chris and I had a neat veal it all. This is the usual
(Mbaka). This usually was the oral ordeal. It is considered experience: I would say
traditional forum of dis the height of bootishness to ad name if asked. Then he woji
cussing laws.
dress
Wright as Right, sey "excuse me, I didn tge ^
Bumgardener
as
Bum Can you repeat it aSa'nGardener, yet many of your repeat the name. "I amsoTC
Not Necessarily Difficult
friends visiting your land go but how do you spell
through
this
humiliating please?" I spell it. "I am so
I have a third name to sig
experience day and night. to bother you, but I still ca
nify that I am the child of my
get it. Can you write it for®'
father - Odonde. In my fam You've got to try harder.
please?" I write it. He s
ily. my father's last name is
I had a roommate Yeung "now pronounce it, please
Omvaka. my mother's is
pronounce
it a couple of tin1 ,»
Fai To whose friends kept |*i
uuuuntc n.«—
Orido. and my sister's is Akoth called him To (as "to go") de- Then in desperation he say ^
- this being my grand
spite his unceasing courteous think your middle name (n ^
mother's first name. The last
explanations and protests. name) is easier. I'll call y®
Today he goes by the de Jim. The real (Native) na
The Pacifican isa publication of the
mands of his friends, due to is forgotten. Even in cirC J
Associated Students, University of
their inability to accept stances when I should be 1
the Pacific and is published weekly
during the academic year. Entered
anything without a "Yankee" as Ombaka-Odonde only'
as second-class matter October 24,
tune. Many students from appears. My experience eP^
1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
other countries have perman
mizes, I am sure, a large
California, under the Act of March
ently
Americanized their ber of students from ther
3,1897. Subscription $3.00 per year.
Telephone 946-2114. Member
names. Come-on, let us interacting with their cou
College Press Service and National
reciprocate. I remember a parts in the States, and
Education Advertising Services,
compatriot "Bhai Khirti Sha tinually crying "No one
360 Lexington Avenue, New York
Radhakrishnan" from India.
me - if only someone . (l(
NY 10017. All material copyright
The Pacifican 1973. Send form 3579
Introducing himself to a friend
learn my name the way
to The Pacifican, University of the
from Santa Cruz, he apolo learned theirs which
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue
gized profusely that Shah was sound strange to me. A 11160
Stockton, Calif. 95204.
enough. For heaven's sake would be great place.
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State of The Union?)
ntij

YOU

WOULD

S
S,T.ON

ri»e the general

OF
°N,TEB states?

1HE

plenty of liquids, get lots of
r6tv, ar" ut3ke asPirin- I agree
with Johnny Carson who sJd
that Nixon has national health
plan and we're glad to see that
since he has made so many
people sick. It's a time to look
forward to the warmer
weather so we can get out of
the cold."

The Pacifican
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Energy Problems? See Seaborg Feb. 19
At 3:00 p.m. February 19
A<.,nuRaym0nd Great
AoUOP s Forum on National
Priorities will feature Dr
Wen T. Seaborg as its guest
wiH be
soeakfna Dr
' SeaborR
speatag
„„
.Knwgy
the

Dr. Seaborg is a Uni
versity
Professor
of
chemistry
and
Associate
Dilector ol the Lawrence Herkelejr* Laboratory at the IJ.C.
Berkeley campus to which he
returned after a ten-year
leave of absence.
Sallie Rosson,
freshman,
COP: "It's not in very good
condition. The energy crisis is
uncalled for. I think we do
have more fuel. I don't think
out. I like my
we'll run
country. It's the only place
I've ever lived and it has been
good to me.

|Gandalf, freshman, COP: The
|way things are going in the
"world today life is not fit for a
dog. They're cutting down all
the trees. As far as I'm con

cerned they should curb my
master. There is such a pet
overpopulation one can't even
find a free fire plug.

^arry Seidman, Professor of
R°ck'n Roll, COP: "Thegen-

He served as Chairman of
the AFC from 1901-1971.
having been appointed by
President Kennedy.
From
1959-1961 Dr. Seaborg was
chancellor of U.C. Berkeley,
Phil Moore, senior, COP: and had been on its laetiliy
"Yes. Personally I don't know since 1939.
that much about it.I was there
In 1951. at the age of 39.
once about 1957. There is one Dr. Seaborg was awarded the
guy who you should talk to get Nobel Prize for Chemistry for
the real answers to these ques his work on the chemistry of
tions, Chester Caddas. But the tranuranium elements.
really, I think everything is Dr. Seaborg codiscoverod (Plu
tonium, element 94. in 1940-41.
just peachy and I'd probably
stay around after graduation and during the next 18 years
codiscovered elements 95
if I could afford to stay here."
through
102.
His
redis
coveries include over 100 iso
topes, many of which have
practical applications.
As Chairman of the AKC.
Dr. Seaborg visited over 60
foreign countries and was a
member of the
U.S. dele
gation to Moscow for tho
signing ol the Limited Nuclear

Matt McKinnon, junior, COP:

^ly^s^iia^^^ctentmeiylwFsaFbnflL'i c'dsuhsiaiitiiil savings through this program.

I
I

I
I

Office

DUTCHER
INSURANCE
WEST ROBINHOOD DRIV ESUITE 2C

Better Coverage At A Lower Cost

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

MED
SCHOOL

For the session starting Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified Amer
ican students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per
week (12-16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.
In addition. Euromed provides stu
dents with a 12 week intensive cul
tural orientation program, with
American students now studying medi
cine in that particular country serving
as counselors.
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.

Broad coverage type policy
Loo'ul.afid nationwide claim service
Choice of easy payments
Policy maybe continued after graduation
DON'T WAIT - COMB IN OK CALL NOW KOK A PKHSONAL QUOTATION ON YOCK

with this ;id.

" am to midnite
_°'d Anderson Dining Hull

I
I
I

We discount premiums if you have been claimed free for the past 13 months

For More Information

RESEARCH

EuriMed
may oiler RX via
overseas training

Additional discounts for good students
10 /, unnual discount for no losses
Discounts for more than one car
.
New Low rates for married males and single lemales

AUTO INSURANCE.

should be killed first. Aarsvold
theorized that the fish quickly
suffocated as they slithered
down his throat.
Does Aarsvold have other
high goals in mind? "Gee, I
don't know," he said, "When
earthworms come into season
I'll try that. I used to get a
buck a worm."

PROOLEMS?

On Hninrv 1 1973 a decision wits made to oTIer members of Culitonm. Colleges .mil

Check in the ASUOP

rrito& get the 2nd

LOW RATES

Uni^a's^Su^l^U^

Sandwiches
Dinball
Snacks
Dairy Products
Free Pool
Music

2 price

" DCIJTAf

AI'ST"UDENT
AUTO INSURANCE
PROGRAM

ANNEX

Buy one bu

A new world record of
sorts was established recently
when the 226th live goldfish
slid down the throat of Mat
thew Aarsvold, a sophomore
at St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota. During a five
hour period, Aarsvold even
tually downed 275 of the
piscine delicacies.
The feat was originally
part of a bet where Aarsvold
would receive five cents for
every- fish he swallowed and
pay $5.00 for every goldfish
short of the record 225. as
listed in the Guiness Book of
World Records. Noting the im
portance of the situation, how
ever, his friends cancelled the
bet and chipped in the $24.96
needed to purchase 300 fish.
Aarsvold, who suffered no
ill effects from the experi
ence, received a mild pro
test
from the Humane
Society, who felt that the fish

iSPECi

FAT CITY

National Order of the Legion
of Honor of the Republic of
France.
Dr. Seaborg will be having
a luncheon with President
McCaffrey prior to his talk for
the Forum.
He will also
participate in an informal
meeting with several stu
dents and professors who have
an interest in physics.
Admission is free for Dr.
Seaborg's lecture.

The Goldfish Glutton

"That's a damn tough
CALCULATOR
IVLR IHU m app|y ^
question. I think the United
ADDING MACHINE SALES
on purchase f ?
States is kind of like Stockton
in that you can compare it to a
HERMES
IBM
SMITH-CORONA
used car. Unfortunately you
can never tell when a used car
ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS
is going to break down. If the
From 10,00 Monthly
people that I come into con
tact with around this univer
MANUAL TYEPWRITERS
Student Special
sity are any indication of
3 months for $15.00
5?
what's in store for the future of
the U.S. then we may be in for
nore trouble
frouble13" NOPtjl CalHOWla MS-iHU—
more

®|'al condition of the United
*tates is pretty strange. The
* e country has a cold. Like
many
mothere say drink

This Week Featuring
rvana Sandwiches
and
Hean Burritos

TYPEWRITER

Test Ban Treaty. In 1973 he
visited the Peoples Republic
of China as a member of the
first
scholarly
delegation
sponsored by the U.S. Com
mittee of Scholarly Communi
cation
with the Peoples
Republic of China.
In addition to his Nobel
Prize. Dr. Seaborg has re
ceived numerous awards and
honors including a
decor
ation as an officer in the

For application and further
information, phone toll free,

I
I
I
I

•

(800) 645 1234
or write,

Euromed, Ltd.
170 Old Country Road
Mineola. N.Y. 11501

February 15, l9,4
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/ISUGPAnd Orientation News
Engineering, School'j* PJarmacy or Graduate School is
Legal Service
eligible.
Callison, Elbert
A new ASUOP Legal Ser
Covell
and
Raymond
Colleges
vice program will be available
have separate orientation pro
to students seeking any type of
in North Hall.
grams. Chambers outlined
legal advice.
This special service will
some desirable qualifications
Senior law student, from handle both personal student
including interest in helping
McGeorge School of Law, Rod problems and academic inter
new
students learn about
Schwarz, generously Volun
disciplinary problems with
UOP, dependability ana a
teers his time to find a legal
the ASUOP Supreme Court.
belief in the orientation pro
remedy, to do preliminary
cess as a valuable educa
investigation on a particular
Orientation
tional .experience. Planning
problem, and to refer the
|Judy the orientation program and
Dean of Students
student to a proper agency
Chambers announced that
conducting the five scheduled
where the student may re
applications are now avail
sessions are the primary
ceive further legal help.
able
for
11
student
advisor
duties of
the
student
Any student seeking legal
positions for the freshman
counselor, she added.
advice from Schwarz may
summer orientation program
Applications should be
make an appointment with
beginning in June.
picked up in the Dean of
Barbara Zettel, ASUOP
Pleased Pledges
Any student who is plan
Students office and turned in
Administrative Assistant, in
ning to return to UOP in the no later than February 20. Last Monday afternoon, it was rush, rush, rush as thecampus sororiii„
the ASUOP Office.
fall and is enrolled in COP,
Applicants will be inter welcomed a new crop of pledges.
Schwarz will also be able
School of Education, School of
viewed shortly thereafter.
to assist students during his
Last year's advisors will
select and train the new ad
visors with several planning
Delta, 26, Delta Gamma, 24.
sessions slated for later this
"I love you for what you are,
Sorority rush reached its
and Kappa Alpha Thela,24.
semester.
climax last Monday at 5:30
but I love you yet more for
The girls running in
office hours: Monday, 1pm2pm; Wednesday, lpm-2pm,
and Friday, llam-12pm in the
Legal Service Office, located

Greek Sisters Inducted

Some of last summers
counselors commented on
their experiences. Jeri Roll
feels that being an orientation
counselor is a "great oppor
tunity to find out about your
self, your school and meet a
great deal of fun-loving peo
ple."
"We were paid well to help
new students adjust to regis
tration and campus life by
staying up late, working and
playing hardlaughing and
enjoying the sunshine," ex
claimed
another
advisor,
Bobbe Bartlett.
The remuneration for
each advisor is $300 for five
sessions. Two programs will
be held in June, two in August
and one in early September.

what you are going to be..."

—Cml Sandburg

p.m. when the girls ran from
the Gold Room, where they
picked up their bids, to their
respective houses.
According
to
the
Panhellenie Council, of the 143
who signed up for rush. 33
pledged houses. The bid
acceptance list stated that
Alpha Chi Omega received 14
new pledges, Delta Delta

All students interested
in running for a student
government office may file
for candidacy for ASUOP
President of ASUOP VicePresident.
Detailed information
about filing for a can
didacy may be picked-up in
the ASUOP Office.

PLANT WORLD
INDOOR
PLANTS

AND

SHADE

708 SWAIN RD

houses in the circle mailt
frantic attempts to dodge a
lire hose being shot from
Grace Covell by several on
lookers.
After the initial'
excitement died down, all!
girls moved into the centerufJ
the circle and sang lrii-1
ditional Greek songs to their
pledges.

Free Notary Public
service is avialable at
Anderson Y Center daily.
Those needing documents
notarized may call for an
appointment 466-1496 - or
come to Anderson Y Cen
ter mornings 9 to 10 am or
afternoons 3 to 5 pm.
Students or others on cam
pus may register to vote at
Anderson Y Center. Ask for
Kathy Mondragon, main
floor office.

• ••umibimi*1'

JUST WEST

The Admissions Office
is seeking student whowisn
to volunteer one hour per
week to tour prospective

OF p a c i f i c

BBBWWBBWBBOUuuuuuuuar-

Stockton Symphony Orchestra
Presents

students and their
around the campus. T e
tour guide program has
been in operation for
years and those student
who have participatedhav
been
very
enthusiast'
about
it.
For
furt
information see Dee m
Admissions Office on
first floor of Knoles Ha

Cal Tjader Quintet

Chosen but once and cherished forever,
your engagement and wedding rings will reflect your love
in their brilliance and beauty. Happily you can choose
Keepsake with complete confidence
because the guarantee assures perfect clarity,
^
precise cut and fine,
white color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

Friday,
March 1, 1 974
8 P.M.

J**

Keepsake

#v.

k

i
1MBI

T-M A«Q A H Pond CO.

Stockton
Junior High School
Auditorium

Qiiaint and Channel
Pure Nostalgia
'
J

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

all seats unreserved

Available at:

MiracleMusic 466-4388

Ch.floi «nd Ch«»loH». O.H"

Weberstown Box Office — 478-7222

Orders.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90, SYRACUSE. N Y. 13201
Find your K DDP»»R « J#wtler» in lh«

k»

Enclose check payable to Stockton Symphony orchestra
with a self-addressed stomped envelope included. Mail to
95204

AsSOcio,'on PO Box 4273'

OECOH4TEO IkI
6 BEAUTIFUL F"71"

OLD 1IMI ATMOSPHS»S
O10 TIME GOODNESS
OLD 1"ME MICES
OLO TIME HOT HOME MADS
IkEAD
D6LIGHTFUL FOOD
AAA AFMOVSO

Tickets: $3, $4, $5

Sand naw 20 pg. booklat. "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding plus
full color tolder and 4* pg. Bride • Book gilt offer all for only 254
»n

/

Jfe Otetc

46J-OZ7T

Hoosier vW,
1437 NORTH WILSON WAY

Stockton, California

Sponsored by KOVR Channel

Ytltow pigtt or dial fr«» 800-243-6000 In Conn. 000-882-6500.
McCLATCHY BROADCASTING

(
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The THORENS TD-160C is justly famous the world over
for impeccable craftsmanship, engineering innovations and
utmost dependability. It takes the sixteen pole synchronous
motor only 1V5 seconds to bring the seven pound, 12 inch
turntable up to speed And it keeps it there with amazing
accuracy. Same features as the THORENS top model, the
TD-125. but it tells for $80. less. And to make this really
an outstanding buy. we're adding the great new AUDIOTECHNICA AT-12E elliptical diamond stylus cartridge at
no costl Usually telling for $54.95, this dual magnet is
unchallenged for frequency response in its price range.
You're certain to hear an audible improvement in your
music system with the AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-12E. And
it's yours free if you buy the THORENS TD-160C
this week.

Someone wasn't
careful, quick and kind!
We sell music ... in systems. Not furniture with stuff
atteched to it. We sell components. AM/FM receivers,
record changers, and speakers. These three together make
a music system. And a real system makes music like
you've never heard before. If you haven't investigated the
difference between ordinary sound reproduction and the
astounding world of high-fidelity, you haven't heard the
half of it. If music is important in your life ... and it
should be ... make certain you're hearing it all. On a
music system from United Stereo.

Save more than
half on Pioneer!
$72()°

Music has something for everybody . . . and United
has everything for music.

Save
on a Supersystem!

If you want one of the best AM/FM receivers on the
market in a system that is less than half its normal retail
price then look no further. The top-of-the-line PIONEER
727 receiver fair traded at $399.95 is yours for only $199.97
when purchased with any record changer and pair of speakers
in the house. May we suggest the PIONEER 727, with all its
outstanding features, be coupled with two other reliable and
sophisticated components the BSR 610 AWX record
changer with walnut base, dust cover and an ADC cartridge
and a pair of DYNACO A-25 speakers that have been highly
rated by reviewers. Total system price? Only $426.00.
That's just a little more than the price of the PIONEER alonel
Come in and hear it for yourself. You'll be getting a system
to brag about at less than half its normal felling price. This
offer can't last much longer. So hurry-ut- compare t e
value anywhere - you'll know you've gotten quality com

••engineered by Marantz!
Ms. SUPERSCOPEof 19741 Here's an AM/FM receiver
Scop1'" C8'6'1 your eye and 9ral3 y°ur ear- ^"he SUPER0"E R-330. From the sleek styling and the magenta *
sow of her extra-wide band tuning dial, to the reserve
ower built in to her finely detailed chassis, you know
u ve got a receiver that's going to be a ball to live with.
ea
or the student - male or female. That magenta dial
d ,urns tflem all on. It's got all the extras too - balanced
,0rW eel tunin9. PM muting, loudness switch, speaker selecswitch, headphone and tape jacks and a host of other
ttljn

ponents at the lowest possible price.

Unbeatable Repeatable

But most of all, it's got that certain some9 that makes listening to music a very personal affair.
Tcl.c°rnolement

U5.E.D.
U.S.E.D... . that stands for United Stereo's Exciting
Dropouts! People don't discard stereo equipment when
they step up to higher realms. They trade it in. We check
it over and polish it up and now we've got a roomful of
outstanding stereo components that will make any devout
bargain hunter's eyes glaze over. Ideal for the dorm or your
bird's or main man's place. We're getting more trade-ins
everyday. So come on in and walk out with a winner. We
don't have any losers.

Look for outstanding U.S.E.D.
buys in next weeks ad.
3 reasons to fly United.
A 5 YEAR WARRANTY IN WRITING. At United Stereo we
give you free parts for 5 years and 3 years free labor on any com
plete music system we advertise. No small print, no exclusions
(except the needle on the record player). Fair enough?

ner"ents-

and

No matter how carefully they're packed for shippingpnce in awhile along the way, merchandise gets a little
beat up. Well, It's happened to us and we've got a few
MACH 5 speakers that aren't exactly the way they left
the factory. They sound just fine, but here and there
you might find a divot in their exterior. These big. 3way speakers ere a bargain at their normal $149.95
selling price. But to compensate for the careless han
dling and since it costs us too much to ship them back,
we're offering them to you-for $72. each. More than
half off. And to prove to you that they're in perfect
shape except for their cabinet flaws, we'll even cover
them with a five year warranty on parts and labor.
And of course, if you want to trade them in on higher
priced speakers, we'll allow you the full $72. purchase
price. And that offer is good for a whole year. A real
chance to capitalize on someone else's goof!

Ms. SUPERSCOPE, we have a very rugged,

60 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGES. If you don't like it
when you hear it at home, bring it back within 60 days and
we'll exchange it.

reCOrd chan9er" the BSR 310AX. Talk about
kid oi
Cuein°VeS' td's one real|V knows how to handle your records.
jnq ®.and a"ti-skate controls, along with a very gentle changdiscs n remove a" d°ubt about damage to your pampered
SHupcT" comP|et® with base and a very highly rated
AXE cartridge.

WE THINK OUR PRICES ARE THE BEST. Just in case
someone might beat our prices on current models of new
merchandise, we'll be glad to refund the difference or match
the price as the case may be.

,lju*ACH 1 - You may have gotten the idea that this speaker
wden we want to keep a system price at the
buddeM
«rv sim?1' Far from il' We faature MACH 1 speakers for a
Wecanf 6 reason- They're the best modestly priced speakers
bjss r lnd on the market today. Two way, with excellent
sroun^P0"56, sensitive mid-range and exceptional highs. All
ed sound in well made cabinets. More value than
vou'de 3
^
xpect at a price anyone can afford.

Pvrcha ^CS dn'tetl Stereo's five-year warranty.
paySC dleS£ comP°nents separately, you

w°uld

ssr^oax^330
with b,ase and a
Shuiire AXE
cartridge

SAVE

$114.90

1179,95

. . .
54.95
. . .
79.95
TOTAL S314.85

MORE MUSIC FOR YOUR MONEY!'

$
You cleanedlu, out
thought we dtry it a9 '
and dynamjC range found
and plays with the true
^ jt has 3utomatic reverse
we

only in an open'r?'
hours of fine music reproduction
that allows you to have hou »CP "n
,he refme.
With°Ut 'u'd'expect to pay more for. If you're looking
ments you d expect to p»y
mu$jc ,yltem.

go wrongl

UNITED
STEREO
6239 Pacific Avanua 478*3800
Store Hours: Mon-Frl9-9,
Sot 10-6, Sun 13-6

February 10>1J))

In
Season
Opener
Veteran Spikers Face Alumni
The Pacifican
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A veteran UOP baseball
team will take the field tomor
row, as they open the 1974 sea
son against the alumni at Bil
ly Hebert Field.
Coach Tom Stubbs wel
comes back 17 lettermen from
last year's team that com
piled a 24-26 record overall
and a 9-9 record in league play
which was good enough for a
third place finish in the PCA A.
The Tigers begin their
rugged 51-game schedule with
a strong pitching staff and
questionable hitters that went
downhill in the late going last
year as Pacific lost 14 oi their
last 18 games.
Senior lefthander Rod

Bovee leads the mound corps
which is the same as last year
with the exception of Pete
Martinez, who was lost to
graduation.
Bovee was an all-PCAA
selection last year on account
of his 1.05 ERA in league play.
For the year Rod was 8-4 with
a 1.53 ERA in 123 innings.
Bovee is fully recovered from
an off-season auto accident
and hopes to repeat his 1973
performance.
Bill Keim heads the righthanded hurlers. Keim was a
second team selection on the
PCAA team last year. He
finished the year with a 6-5
won-lost mark, and a 3.32 ERA

in 81 1/3 innings.
».
Stubbs looks for marked
i mprovement from junior left
hander Russ Word. "Russ
pitched extremely well in
spots last year, and should im
prove considerably in consis
tency."
Rod Beilby who saw
limited action last year will
battle JC transfer Larry
Prewitt lor the fourth stall
ing spot. Beilby was con
verted from an outfielder, and
pitched only in relief. Prewitt
transferred Irom Siena JC,
and is a hard throwing right
hander.
Third base could be
weaker defensively this year

share first place in the "Dog
Fight" League as L.A. State
lost to Fresno State, making
the Tigers a definite threat for
the Western RegionalsatTuseon, Arizona.

ScQanbU't Liquors

I

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

i

Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer • Free Delivery

I•i

. PHQN6 47.8-3275
_
(

SPECIAL DISCOUNT KOK 125 E. JAMESTOWN 1
SOKOKITY &- KKATKKN1TV
STOCKTON. CAUf.
_
, H!•••••• •••II J

tieUICLRRT
w

SAVE

make Mour Ouin Jeuielry
RH IN E STON EqjETTl NGS

lor fabric and a large selection ol rhincstones arc now in. Decorate
your ow n clothes in the colors you like at large savings.

LARGE PLASTIC BEADS
THIN RAWHIDE (extra strong)
AFRICAN TRADING BEADS
WOOD BEADS
Why not make jewelry items and sell them lor extra income:' Now is
the season-We c arry Hie largest selection.

FREE EARRING CLASSES

- TEMPS. --» Kr''"
Mon. -Fri. 10-9; Sot. 10-5; Sun. 1 2-5

GOOD NEWS!
NO FINANCE CHARGES on payments
made on time a , , , , , ,
You need a good typewriter right now, but you
don't have the cash, or you'd like to try it out
first? Right? Right!

The solution: Rent a
brand new portable
from us, for only

$10

BASEBALL see pg, 9

CP

Lll

Tomorrow vs. Fresno Stale and So. Oregon C ollege here at 110011.

month

All the rent will apply, no Interest or carrying
charge. It It at simple as that.

Today vs. I (-l)avisat Kl MacerotV: Feb. HI vs. San.Jose Stale allium
(Dry Creek I at I pin.
Tomorrow at San.lose SI.: Feb. 21 vs. I>is AngelesState liervatK:05|)ni.

By ANDY MILLER

I
I
1

?5

field. "We have good SpJ
and great defense." pr
Vaiarello
head
the J
fielders. The speedy Cente
fielder was the Tigers |eatjj'
hitter last year with a J
average. He had 4 home run,
26 RBI's, and ten stolen bases

Today vs. Chico State here at 2 put: Feb. Hi at FSF.

Pacific Cager$--LA Tie First
This weekend the Pacific
Tigers split
two
PCAA
conference games, beating
San Jose State 72-65, and
losing to Santa Barbara 71-66.
Yet they still managed to
V•
- — —- ~
«it

with the graduation oi Mike
Walsh. Scott Boras, who
started in the outfield the past
two years, is being moved to
the hot corner. Boras is the
third co-captain, and hit .281
last year. He has good speed,
as shown by his eight stolen
bases.
"A wealth ol talent is
how Stubbs describes his out

Against San Jose State,
the stiff Tiger defense forced
the Spartans into 27 turnovers
and held them to hitting a
mere 38% of their shots from
the floor. However, San Jose's
poor playing must have been
catching for the Tigers
commited 19 turnovers them
selves. Pacific shot a much
more respectable 44%, yet
both San Jose and Pacific each
made 27 field goals. Hence the
Tigers won the games at the
charity line, hitting 18 out of 26
while San Jose could only
cover 11 out of 21.
Three Tiger players hit
double figures, Errecart(18),
Armalo (14), Fink (11). Dean
and Meyer just missed with
nine each.
Against Santa Barbara,
however, the Tigers weren't
so lucky, playing without star
wingman Gary Dean who
broke his ankle in practice
Friday. Dean was the Tiger's
leading rebounder and second
leading scorer. However, the
Tiger's seemed to rise to the
occasion and led by six points
at the half 32-26, forcing many
of Santa Barbara's 21 turn
overs as Coach Morrison
juggled man to man, half-

BHBMMBR
Baseball is here

Senior second baseman George Ramirez slides into second as
Hayward Slate last year. The Pacific Tigers take on the Alumni
season opener tomorrow (Saturday) at Billy Hebert Field, with ga
time slated for 12 noon,

court, and zone defenses.
Behind only by two points
(66-64) with 1:25 to go,
Pacific, after missing a
chance to tie the game, had to
to get
the
ball.
foul

UOP:

Fly theGOOD
with PSA,

•I

Select just the model you want from the full line
of famous portable typewriters, on display now.

tockton
ypewriter Co.
6465 PACIFIC AVE.

NORTH

Mon.-Thur. til 9 p.m. Sat. til c5 p.m.

CLEARANCE

SALE

CP TO 25% DFF

ON SELECT^
GCITARSANI) AM[
NEW AIM'
AND
|T
(SOME JUNKjjU (
SA GOOD STUFF
,OTSA

AAIRA#1

NEXT TO PAY LESS

477-4465

Unfortunately the Gauchos i
lour straight free throws11
salt the game away.
,
Errecart, Ron James,a
Chad Meyer each tallied
points
for
the Tigehj
Freshman Vic Baker P"
down 12 rebounds, Me.v
grabbed 8, Fink 7, as
Tigers outrebounded theta
Gauchos 39-33.
•»
The final home game
be Feb. 21 when the
meet L.A. State.

the unofficial p|state bird.
Grinnmgbird.flights every day connecting NorthCalifornia. Give your ca
PRATwr?w& Gatoa_Gwe_your
campus rep or
PSA a bird whistle PSA givesyou 3 Nft*

2353 PACIFIC
466-4388

avF

pASEBALL
o
»C KBALL

from pg. 8

j was named to the allPCAA first team.
Dave Abdalla is the I'avor. . t0 win the catcher's role.
Abdalla is the •returning
tarter and hit .238 last year.
a firte defensive backstop.
naVe will have to improve on
his hitting, if he wants to keep
L^'being seriously chal
lenged by sophomore Gary
Viiyama. Abdalla tied the
last
school home run record
p

vear by smashing six.

First base should belong
senior co-captain Bill
Ringer- "Bill is an excellent
defensive first base man and a
good clutch hitter." says
Stubbs. Ringer never hits for a
high average, but is always a
good RBI man.
The usual battle at second
base between Paul McDonald
and Chris Equinoa is happen
ing again- The two have been
t0

lighting it out since they were
freshmen. Both are now
seniors. MacDonald won the
spot for most of last year, and
was named a co-captain this
season. The better hitter, will
win the kpot. Paul hit .233 last
year, hile Equinoa batted .200.
Returning letterman Ron
Zakoor is the shortstop.
Zakoor hit an excellent .296
last year with 6 home runs and
26 RBI's. Two-year letterman
Mike Baekovieh converted
from the outfield will chal
lenge Zakoor.
The Tiger leader expects
a close conference with the de
fending champion LA State
Diablos as the favorites. San
Jose and UOP will be the top
challengers. But all seven
teams have a chance to nab
the top spot.
Tomorrow's
doubleheader begins at noon, and the
Tigers will take the field again
on Tuesday to lace Cal at 3:00.

It's a bird, it's a plane...

First Win For Golfers
UOP's golf team opened
its 1974 season by driving San
Francisco State into the sandtrap, 22 '/a - 4'/2.
Under the direction of
Coach Glen Albaugh, the
team's six best players met

Duffer Chris Jordan
the SF Gators at the par 72 Dry
Creek Golf Course last Friday
afternoon.

Senior Barry Ruhl lead
ff>e team with a wopping 74.
Other
scores
included

freshman Scott Clark 80,
junior Mitch Meyers 84, junior
Rich Bruschi 87, freshman
Cavan Amerine 82, and junior
Rich Allen 76.
UOP's team consists of 12
players of which only six are
allowed to participate in var
sity tournaments. But Coach
The Tiger swimming
Albaugh commented, "Elev team will face both Cal Slate
en of our players are capable Fresno and Southern Oregon
of shooting in the low 70 s and College at the UOP pool, noon
this leaves the tournaments tommorrow.
open to all of them.
The only other remaining
Upcoming matches in meet befroe the PCAA and
clude a duel with UC Davis at NCAA Championships will be
1:00 this afternoon at the El next Friday when Foothill Col
Macero Country Club, and a lege comes here. More on
battle with San Jose State swiming next week.
Tuesday Feb. 19 at the Dry
Creek Golf Course.
"The team is looking for
ward to a great season," said
Coach Albaugh. No. 1 man
Barry Ruhl says that San
Diego State and Fresno State
are the teams to beat.
Coach
Albaugh
com
mented
on
the strong
freshmen representation on
the team. Current No. 4 man
Scott Clark came in fifth at the
Arizona State Championships
last year. Cavan Amerine was
No. 2 man at Robert L.
Stevenson High in Oakdale
last year.
The golf team practices
every weekday (except on
match days) at the Pacific
LIQUORS
Golf Center.
WINES

Swimmers
Meet
Tomorrow

MIXES
KEG BEER

oelers

\

OPEN DOME RING

DIAMOND JEWELRY

HAk,I0M designs

HUNTING
What's/y^for?
Bulletins
^ Letters
! n«al°9 Sheets

: fcf™
.

Lists

Hecords
Reports

* ^eloxinq
* Layout

Programs
Stationery
Chans
Mailers
Notices
Newsletters
Cards
Composition
Etc.. Etc
-CAU-

465-5914

420 i. LINDSAY ST.

inrwuu sum* i cum

FREE BEER

PHONE 464-0241
2021 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON. CAUT95ZOA

ENGRAVING
and CLOCK REPAIRS

White,ll-Wail!
Who uses PfPl
TO NAMI A FKW...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountants
Banks
Insurance Co. s
Ad Agencies
Consultants
Architects

ICE
3826 WEST LANE

pave'of diamonds
$240
and

Tom Howard's

•
•
•
•
•
•

P R Firms
Manufacturers
Retailers
Wholesalers
Churches
Social Groups

F R E E PICK-UP & DELIVERY
atr
D I S C O U N T ON
O N AM./
Al,U/-jpv
( OI.I.KGK ACTIVITIES

POSTAL Initant PflEsfl

ONE FREE PITCHER
WITH THIS COUPON
TUES-THURS NITES
WITH THE ORDER OF
ONE LARGE PlZZA

AT

dinos
7555 Pacific Ave
Stockton
478-411

SPORT CYCL.ERY
"Racing and Touring Bicycles
Sales - Service - Accessories
4419 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California 95207
478-4307

CHI PHI

FRATERNITY
ORGANIZATION
MEETING

Bourbon Street] j
Liquors

Ud^c^ey

b AM°NQ S

No, il's Handy Snider starling his leg ol the -100-yard relay race in a
recent Tiger swim meet.

The Chi Phi Fraternity is planning to es
tablish a Colony at the University of the Paci
fic.
You are cordially invited to attend a
meeting sponsored by the National Director of
Chi Phi, Mr. Carl J. Gladfelter, on Tuesday,
February 19, or Wednesday, February 20 at
7:00 p.m. in the "GOLD ROOM" of Anderson
Hall. Plans for the organization of a Chi Phi
Chapter will be outlined.
Chi Phi represents an opportunity for quali
ty men to join and use their own ideas in de
veloping a fraternity at University of the Paci
fic into a true fellowship. We hope you will be
present at one of the two meetings. The
meetings will be informal, and there will be am
ple opportunity for questions and discussion.
The Chi Phi Fraternity is a well established
national fraternity dating back to 1824 where it
was founded at Princeton University. Cur
rently there are 45 chapter of Chi Phi and two
Colonies. There are three chapters in Califor
nia: University of California at Berkeley;
University of California at Davis: and Univer
sity of Southern California.
In the event that you cannot attent either of
the two meetings but desire more information,
contact Mr. Carl Gladfelter through the secre
tary of the Office of the Dean of Men. Appoint
ments will be arranged.

Oeooooooooooooooooooeootpeoocooooocoooceoooccoov•
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witness
By BRIAN WILLIAMS
The "energy crisis," in which we currently find our
selves, is a very real one. make no mistake about that. Out
Leader has suggested many ways for ordinary citizens such
as ourselves to conserve energy (you will remember his poig
nant plea for Americans to cut down on the use of festive out
door lighting). It is clear that we must follow his suggestions,
and even find ways of our own to cut down on energy usuge-so
that the military needn't be short-changed of its share ol the
energy pie". Here are a few energy tips which I hope you wi
find helpful in your individual quest to de-energize.
M

.I1!

1. Watch television only during the quality shows, such as
"Bowling for Dolors", "Ozzie's Girls , and Beat the
Clock".
2. Unscrew the light bulb each lime you open the
refreigerator.
3. Use your water pick in cases of emergency, only.
4. Slow your revolving waterbed to 33 R.P.M. s.
5. When using your stereo, select records which areol the
acoustic nature, rather than heavy electric rock albums.
6. Plan something to do at home this weekend, instead of
taking that auto-vacation trip to Fresno.
Keep the thermostat in your oven below 367 degrees, even
during the cold winter months.
8. When at Jack-in-the-Box, walk in and order, rather
than talking to Jack through that energy-consuming radio de
vice.
I hope you will be abide by these energy saving tips, and
possibly even be inspired to discover tips of your own. As we
must all know by now, it's for a very good cause.

Fun Facts To Know And Tell
Did you know that:
...arson is considered a crime in many states?
...the weight of the average octopus is at least five times
that of the average elephant?
...there is enough sand in the Mojave desert to lill UOP
stadium?
...the clothes you are wearing may have originally been
used to keep animals warm?
...Burns Tower is actually used to store water and disc
jockeys?
...the average dog has more than two thousand hairs on
its body?
...the sun is always shining, even when you can't see it?
...John Wayne received an Oscar for Best Actor for his
role in the movie version of True Grit?
Unbelievable, you might say. But true.

Bob is back

s r s r r - r r -r « s s
Pictured nex!*to Dylan is "The Band's" lead guitarist,

J.R. Robertson.
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Classic Oldies Tonight
Old movie freaks are in
for a treat tonight when seven
(count 'em - seven) old clas
sics will be shown in Albright
Auditorium, in Wendell Phil
lips Center.
The program includes
such gems as "The Fatal
Glass of Beer" starring W.C.
Fields, "No Bulls Please
.featuring Abbott and Costello, "The Champion" with
Charlie Chaplin, The Three
Stooges' immortal "We Want
Our
Mummy", Shirley
Temple in her coyest in "Glad
Rags to Riches", that spinetingling thriller "The Fall of

Ar
is
rif
lie
Ch

MEN AND BOYS SAVE $$
UN THE NEWEST STYLES
RAZOR CUTS
STYLE CUTS
REGULAR HAIRCUTS

The House of Usher'', and Bus
ter Keaton's meaterpiece,
"The General"
Rag-time piano music by
Mark Schmid will be featured
during the silent films.
There will be two showing
of the program, one a 7 pm and
one at 10 pm, for a donation of
75 cents.

(includes shampoo
and conditioning)
at the

STOCKTON-MOLER
bahbeh college
324 E. MARKET
OPEN TUES. Thru SAT.
All students' work
supervised by qualified
licensed instructors

IMPEACHMENT

because I love my Country
With flag in red, white & blue. Bumpersticker: $.35
5/S1, 100/512. Smaller
sticker: $.35
10/51, 100/55. Fast delivery, Constitutional EnUjprtsesJUtc.,
non-profit, PO Box 54129d, Atlanta, Ga. 30308 LOCAL REPS VVANTTjU

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
WEST LANE
LIQUOR
Cerveza

Vino

Toda Clase de Licores
Domingo a Jueves 7:00 a.m. a
12:30 a.m.
Viernes y SSbados 7:00 a.m. a

TEQUILA COCO
l'/2 ozs. ge tequila .
oz. de cremn de coco
> 2 oz. de jugo de limon
1 cucharadita de liquor de marrasquino

FEATURES

12

l

2

taza de hielo picado

Poftg^se lodos los ingredients en la licuadora
Mezclunse 20 segundos a baja velocidad
Viertase en copas champancras profunda?
que hail sido proviamcnla enlriadas.

HANDMADE DRINKS BY DR. FEELGOOD
A SOUND LOUNGE FEATURING
MCINTOSH AND BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS
AN ARCADE OF GAMES
FREE POPCORN
STEAMED HOTDOGS

WE RENT

I
I
l
X

x
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x
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<
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35c
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WED&THUR. NITE UOP SPECIAL!
WITH ASUOP CARD

MIXED WELL DRINKS

I
I

OOGOO

Pacific Ave.

__

I.honc 460^

50 e

WINE, BEER

35(f !

FREE SUNDAY FEED 2:30-4:00
DINO'S' PIZZA AND SUBMARINES NOW SERVED
J-™«FIC

AT THE

BAR

478-9913

me "acifican
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Hew Social Chairman Gets
The Good Times Rolling

Calaveras Calendar

By DAVID SEGERSTROM

••Goals? We've got one,"
i arrv Seidman, new
<1 director for ASUOP.
s0Cia
ir e
eet
the
wantt to
to set
limum number of events
f
13,000 dollars given to

ASUOP."

••you know how they say
lhat the good quarterback is
! one who throws the pic-

i*Lw. thoush
is

«>at

makes handoffs well,
John Brodie once said,
le good quarterback has the
bility t0 make things click,
jewant to make things click
or

!t as

ltU0P"

u

I

.

,

"There s been a lack of
hjngs happening, and we
you know, make
(ant to
tiings happen.

Seidman, who replaces
irt Smoke as social director,
i already taking steps in the
jght direction. For example,
e has arranged for the Sons of
'hamplin to play tonight at
[aymond Great Hall at nine o'
lock.

"If you plan to come,"

cautions Seidman,"Come
early around 8:30 or so. You
have to have an ASUOP I.D.to
get in. Don't be too surprised
at seeing a pretty big crowd."
The Sons are not the only
big name band in the offing.
Seidman has booked Cold
Blood for March 2 at the Scot
tish Rite Temple. He also
plans to have live entertain
ment at the Fat City Annex.
His biggest problem is
finding suitable places to
stage these events, par
ticularly on campus. "We
can't seem to find any ade
quate places. Maybe," said
Seidman, "It's because there
aren't very many places that
are on campus that have ade
quate facilities and big enough
areas to hold all the people.
Raymond is small at best, the
gym is big enough but has
really horrible acoustics, and
Callisonand Grace Covell are
out because of administration
hassles. So all of the events are
going to be crowded."
Wed. Sill. Sun.

1:30-4:00-7:15-9:45
W knifes
PACIFIC AVE.at ROBINHOOD DR.

7:15-9:45

BARGAIN
MATTNEE
Wed.Sut.$tin.

•TIL2PM
ALL SEATS Si.OO

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!

I D GIVE AN OSCAR TO AL PACINO FOR SERPICOT
—juuii n ymai
HIGHEST RATING!-Ny D.LVnews

I *4
A PARAMOUNT RELEASE
OINO OE LAURENTIIS

Tonight
6:30, 8:00, 9:30 and 11 p.m. Reefer Madness, 1936 film. Anderson Y

Lounge.

Seidman describes the
major concert outlook for
Stockton as "dim". Inamemo

he addressed to the Execu
tive Board of ASUOP, he
stated that he had "contacted
the four major promoters in
California...
unfortbnately,
there has been no reaction."
Seidman has placed an
emphasis on what he calls a
"boogie-party type of feeling"
to the events he plans for this
semester. "Our main theme is
to, well, to use that cliche, let
the good times roll. We plan to
bring in alot of different kinds
of musicR &B,boogie-oriented
rock, jazz-rock, soul and just
let the good times roll for
everybody."
In addition to his work as
social
director,
Seidman
teaches a class in rock 'n' roll.
The class has aroused much
attention in the press and from "
students on campus. For the
first class, Seidman used a
live rock band to illustrate his
lesson.
The
programs
that
Seidman plans are in accord
ance "with what the students
tell us they want. We would
like some feedback. If you like
or don't like what we're doing,
tell us."
If you are interested in
helping produce upcoming
events,
Seidman
has
scheduled a meeting for those
people on Monday, February
18 at noon at the ASUOP office.
Other events pl&nned in
clude a surf-city type dance
for March 16, a spring cele
bration set for April 21, the
Black Ball on April 20, and a
possible Civic Center concert
on March 29.

9S
AL RACINO"SCRPICO
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6:30 and 9 p.m. Start the Revolution Without Me - film. Anderson
Lecture Hall.
7 and 10 p.m. Silent and Talkie Classic Films. Albright Auditorium
(WPC 140). 75'donation.
8 p.m. Savoy Brown at Winterland.
8:30 p.m. Rashomon - Stockton Civic Theatre.
9 - 12 p.m. ASUOP Dance Concert with Sons of Champlin. Raymond
Great Hall.

Tomorrow
6:30. 8:00. 9:30 and 11 p.m. Reefer Madness. 1936 film: Anderson t
Lounge.
6:30 and 9 p.m. Start the Revolution Without Me - film. Anderson
Lecture Hall.
8 p.m. Savoy Brown at Winterland.
8 p.m. Frank Zappa at Berkely Community Theatre.
8:30 p.m. Rashomon - Stockton Civic Theatre.

Sunday, February 17
6:30 8:00. 9:30 and 11 p.m. Reefer Madness, 1936 film. Anderson Y
Lounge.
6:30 and 9 p.m. Start the Revolution Without Me - film. Anderson
Lecture Hall.
8 p.m. Emerson, Lake and Palmer at S.F. Civic Auditorium.
8:15 p.m. Patricia Van Sant - Clarinet Recital. Conservatory.

Tuesday, Febraury 19
3 p.m. FORUM Speaker, Dr. Glen Seaborg. Raymond Great Hall.
8:15 p.m. Patricia Miner, Violinist. Conservatorv
7 - 9:30 p.m. Integral Yoga Class on lop of Anderson Y.

Wednesday, Feb. 20
8:15 p.m. Donna Chavez, Violin, Marjorie Clifton, French Horn, and Ivy
Wong, Piano Recital. Conservatory.
Calaveras Calendar is a service of the Pacifican to publicize
campus and community events. We welcome your input to increase
communication.
All calendar items must be turned in by 9 am Monday to appear in
Friday's paper. Be sure to include name of event, sponsor, date, time
and place. Submit information to the Pacifican office, third floor
North Hall, marked: Attention Entertainment Editor. We will do our
best to help you.

National Post Given
To KUOP's Robinson
Clyde Robinson, chief en
gineer for KUOP-FM, has
been named vice-chairman of
the National Association of the
Educational
Broadcasters
(NAEB) board of directors.
The NAEB is comprised of
some 3,500 nationwide broad
cast stations. The board,
which Robinson and two other

DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S

157 Wort Adam* Off Pacific Avanua'i
MlraclaMil* Bohlnd Baskln-Robblm

VI fJD'ouV WHV PEOPLE*ARf SEEING .1 5. 6. 7 OR MORE T.MI5
NOW IW
IN ITS T'"
9th ----WEEK

WALKING TALL

Call Theater
ForTimes

PLUS—JEAN (All In the Family) STAPLETON
DICK VAN DYKE, BOB NEWHEART, BOB & RAY

II

fOLD TURKEY

IV

IN
99c a A PGA IN MATINEE! SUNDAY of lrOO

SHERWOOD
©
K
U

STOCKTQN__^_

•1 vnKUT AVE.

Thurs. Dollar Bonus Mat.
Extended to Thurs. Night
for UOP Students and Faculty

Sat.Sun.Tues.Thurs.
•SuperDad"12:00-3:15-6:30-9:45
••Son of Flubber"1:40-4:55-8:10

Daily
"Super Dad"6:30-9:45
••Son of Flubber '8:10

TECHNICOLOR®
Released by BUCNA VIST* DISTRIBUTION CO., INC.
o 1973 Walt Disney Productions

Californians were elected to,
is in charge of developing the
policy guidelines for the
organization.
Robinson's one year term
as vice-chairman came about
at a NAEB board meeting in
New York during December.
Robinson has been on the
staff at KUOP since 1969, and
has had approximately 12
years of experience in radio
production work.
1
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TUITION from pg. 1
the increases in tuition. But,
according to Hajlpn, "the
instability of our economy is
the real culprit. If the econ
omy would stabilize, so would
our tuition costs."
The new "flexible" plan
for tuition is thought to be the
only one in the country. It is
hoped that the plan will make
UOP more attractive to pro
spective students and encour

age them to choose UOP over
another college.
Salary increases for stall
as well as faculty will also be
computed' on the basis of
enrollment. No enrollment
increase
would
allow
increases from 3.5 to 5 per
cent. The maximum of 300 new
students would allow for staff
and faculty salary increases
ranging from 6 to 9.3 per cent.
The flexible tuition plan,
when announced in January,
received widespread pub-

licity in California
news
papers, furthuring UOPs rep
utation as an innovative co
For the plan to be truly
effective, it is necessary lor
students to take an active roll
in recruiting. Information
concerning recruiting pro
grams may be obtained at the
g

ASUOP office.

UDALL from pg. 1
ulation of 6% and energy con
sumption of 30%, we are in a
very awkward and
embarrasing situation when we
face the rest of the world.
The UN Energy Commis
sion, according to Udall, has
concluded that no nation has
the right to use more than its
rightful share of the world's
resources.
Twenty years ago, 50% ol
all the refined oil came from
the U.S., and we used it all.

series of new challenges intL
next thirty years. Neveragai
will we have the super-a^
dance of energy which we a .
have today. We will have t
develop
new
sources „[
energy, "reorient ourselves
get going, get cracking."
Udall ended his speech in
the dimly lit Raymond Great
Hall with this old Chinese pi-^
verb. "May you live in inter.
esting times." Today marl(s
the beginning of interesting
times indeed.

MORRISON from pg. i

Solutions

POTPOURRI
Friday, Feb. 15

Sunday, Feb. 17

Tuesday, Feb. 19

Thursday, Feb. 21

Breakfast
Breakfast
Breakfast
Breakfast
Purple Plums
Melon in Season
Prepared Prunes
Asst. Juices
Ralston
Oatmeal
Cold Cereals
Cream of Rice
Poached Eggs
Cheese or Plain Omelet
Fried Eggs
Lunch
English Muffin
Sour Cream Coffee Cake
Hash Browns
Iced Melon Sliver
Hash Browns
Scrambled Eggs
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch
Fried
French
Deep
Beef-Rice Soup
Corn Chowder
Split Pea Soup
Toast/Strawberries
Fun Food Sandwich
Chix Salad - Almonds
Patty Melt/Rye
Whipped Cream
on Wheutberry Bread
Hot Chix Salad
Broccoli Chow Yuk
Bacon
Baked Spaghetti
Brussel Sprouts
Spinach Souffle
Blueberry Muffin
F.F. Cauliflower
Poultry Plate #7
Meat Plate #5
Lumberjack Plate
Fruit Pudding Gel.
Marble Top Dessert
Dinner
Orcnge/Mallow Mold
Cranberry/Apple Gel.
Frt. Cocktail/Lime
Tomato Juice Cocktail
Brownies
Oatmeal Cookie
Rilz Crackers
Dinner
Roust Tom Turkey
Chow
Mein
Dinner
Dinner
Sage Dressing
Chix Almond Cass.
Battered Fish
Rt. Pork/Applesauce
Spincach
Chinese Noodles
Sausage St. Pepper
Baked Turkey
Italian Delight
Sweet/Sour
aweei/aoui Cat
v^ai
.
French Fries
Whipped Potatoes
Citrus Sections & Coconut A™r. f
^tatoes
Asparagus Spears
Spinach Elegante
Shrimp Salad
Dinner Rolls
Holland-Request Sal
F.F.
Apple
Ring
French Rolls
Fisherman's Wharf
Wednesday, Feb. 20
Orange-Date Salad
Cherry Cheesecake
Tapioca
Breakfast
Monday, Feb. 18
Banana Half
Saturday, Feb. 16
BrcaKiasl
Mult-O-Meal
Pear Halves
Breakfast
French Toast
Asst. Juices
Sausage Links
Roman Meal
Cold Cereals
Pineapple Pancakes
Lunch
Raised Donuts
Bacon
Cr. of Asparagus
Lunch
Tacos
Lunch
Vegetable Soup
Weiner Bean Pot
Citrus Sections
French Dip Sand.
Whole Kernel Corn
Fried Eggs
Macaroni & Cheese
Pineapple Muffin
Cinnamon Apples
Italian Or. Beans
Avocado Gelatin
-Sausage Links
Puerto Rican Rum Cookie
Hash Browns
Apple Fluff Mold
Cranberry Orange Bread
Double Straw. Get.
Dinner
1-2-:! Jello
London Broil
Dinner
Dinner
Scrambled Eggs
Sole Bonne Femme
Pork Cutlet
Buttered Rice
Swedish Meatballs
Halibut Fingers
Zucchini Pie
Whipped Potatoes
March-Yam Cuss.
Spring Garden Sal.
Asparagus Spears
Steamed Artichoke
Genova Bread
Bran & Blueberry Muffins Onion Cheese Bread
Double Layer Coconut Cake
Jello Cubes/Topp.
Cherry Pie

enable me to incorporate
The people in the U.S. will
myself
into
the student
not be suffering half as much
community
by
offering to
at the gas pump as they will
from shock waves suffered in speak in classrooms, living
or
whatever,
the economy from high prices. groups
Morrison
has
already
spent
Conservation is the key word,
several
hours
on
campus,
along with efficiency.
"Our success in coping talking to students in dining
with the problem will rest on halls and dormitories. He
stated that the reception has
our success in conserving, not
been "very cordial". "Mostol
wasting energy."
We face the fact, accord the comments are 'Oh, a real
ing to Udall, that we are going doctor?' I usually end up
to have to go backwards in talking to students for hours
transportation,
toward and on one occasion, I stayed
until almost midnight talking
bicycles and trains.
We will have to change to one young co-ed about
Women's Lib."
urban sprawl into urban re
So whether it's that bug or
newal and return to the city as
a women's libber that is gel•j center.
Udall stated that energy you down, Dr. Morrison'sdoor
efficiency is going to call the is always open.
shots. We will face a whole

classified ads
Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.
V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
AUTO REPAIR: reasonable
rates, experienced on domestic
and foreign cars. Can handle
most jobs. Call Don at464-3944.
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experi
ence required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept. 13-B P.O. Box
2049. Port Angeles, Washing
ton 98362.
Typing: Experienced Typist
•desires work on term papers,
etc. Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays.

Drivers Ed: The P.K. Dept. is
offering a course in Drivers
Education for a feeof$15. it be
gins either the end of Feb. or
beginning of March. If inter
ested contact P.E. Dept at
946-2472.
Spanish Typewriters: Just
received. 25 precision Swiss
Hermes 3000 portable type
writers W/ Span-Amur, key
boards at no £Xtra charge.
Rental or purchase plan. Con
tact Sun Joaquin Bus.
Machines, 130 N. Calilornia,
465-5881.
Wanted: Am willing to share
gas expense with someone
commuting to Davis or W. Sac.
on weekemds. Please call: 9511890.
For Rent: One bedroom
apartment near campus in
residential area. $100 per
month. Call 465-2190 or 9512576.

Big Sale: ASUOP Loan Store is ]
forced to liquidate their entire
stock of Down sleeping bags. 2people funis, and back packs.
All ileni brand new. Make a bid
at the loan store. Trade?
For Sale: 1972 Honda 500 CB.
3600 mi.. Black/Gold. Sissy
Bar. Cover. Excellent Shape.
$935. Call 946-2268.
For Sale: Gas Stove. $45,
Refrigerator. $30. Both in good
working condition. Also plates,
glasses, and other household
items. Call 465-2190.
For Sale: Plymouth Fury ill,
1968: low mileage, excellent
condition. Call 464-3507.
For
Sale:
Miida
desk
calculator. Like new. Orig.
price $170, sell for $50. Call 4777957.
Notice: Doyouwishtoauenaa
small Baptist church with a|
good youth group? Transport
tation
provided. Call A
Warren at 478-6431.
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ACROSS
1, Jokes
6. Hiding Place
11. In Abundance
1 2 . Quantity
19. Letters of Praise
15. Bunch of Flowers
17. French Friend
1 8 . Type of Seer
2 0 . Society of Doctors
2 1 . Body Parti Fr.
23. Dregs
29. Actor John
25. Make Amends For
2?. Exclamation
29. Pinochle Term
30. Anderson and Kelly
32. Electron Tubes
3k. Contemporary Author
36. Price
Joins
I I : Degrade
95.
_. Narrative Poem
96. Woman's Name
98. Source of Income
99. Eveningi Var.
50. Talk Wildly
52. Go Away!
53. Sailor
59. Traveler
57. Suffixi Tumor
58.
Mile
6 0 . Embarrasses
6 2 . Troop Encampments
6 3 . Bible Society
69. Tests
65. Artist's Essential

Targum CW73-5

DOWN
1. Custodian
2. Tree
3.
Opera
9. Experiment
5 . Vendor
6. Box for Tea, etc.
7. Radio 4 TV C h a r a c t e r
8. Price
9 . Gradation of Color
10. Betrothed
11, Reproductive Cell
13. Mexican Food
19. Deadly
.. )
1 6 . Measure"of L e n g t h IP
19. Gist
22. Proclaim
29. One-celled A n i m a l s
26. Bronte Heroine
28. African Village
31. HI
,
33. Postman's Beats la® w
3 5 . Descriptive of Dark
37. Pennies
.
38. Medicine That Soothes
39. Potassium
90.
Party
92. Liquor
93. Sailors
99, Thesei Sp.
97, Infuriate
51. Leg Bone
59. Insect Stage
55. Article
,
5 6 . Humor Magazine Ipi''
59. Put a Strain on
61. Understand

ANSWERS see pg. 3

